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Abstract: In Noah Hawley’s Fargo, Lorne Malvo, a maverick loner who embodies sublime forces modulating 
human behaviour, states that he is a “student of institutions”. What serves as a glib and ironic remark on the arbitrary 
regulations of a small-town hostel raises questions about the aspirations and context of modern television. Traditional 
drama in this medium strives to portray human relationships on their psychological vague, through personal crises of 
love, family and identity as the force of character and plot development. A turn in recent series such as those of Vince 
Gilligan (Breaking Bad and Better Call Saul) and Noah Hawley (Fargo) presents a different form of drama. This is story 
as process, where the monomyth revolves around the circuitous navigation of institutions and processes by individuals, 
as well as the innovative manner in which they use and abuse them and, in turn, are used and abused by them in a 
struggle for agency. In this format, which has antecedents in procedural drama but departs radically from its conventions, 
the story is not driven by individual motives or ‘primal’ desires, but rather by the inhuman and dehumanising force which 
systems exert over the individuals contained within them. The cultural experience of fear and ambition in the era of 
consolidation of post-Fordist structures of life has departed from a paradigm of randomised fortune and misfortune to one 

of incorrigible and overlapping expectations, where the uncertainty 
behind both emotions is subaltern to the process-interaction that 
comprises a theory of systems. In this case, transgression and 
subversion takes the form of the injection of alien and corrupting 
elements into systems, with unpredictable results. The alienation of 
actors from the outcome of the process and the design of systems 
is fundamental to the anxiety which is represented by these works. 
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Fig. 1. Jimmy McGill in Better Call Saul, attempting to win over a courtroom.
(Season 1, Episode 1, ‘Uno’, 8:48) 

The Certainty of Chance

“You’reSlippin’ Jimmy.AndSlippin’ JimmyIcanhandle justfine,butSlippin’
Jimmy with a law degree is like a chimp with a machine gun.”(Chuck, ‘Pimento’, 
Better Call Saul) 

In the mythic production of drama and tragedy, misfortune provides an obstacle 
for characters to overcome to demonstrate their worth. Shipwrecks in The Odyssey 
and The Tempest blur the lines between supernatural interference and natural disaster, 
betweenfateandchance,andthisstyleofstorytellingcontinuestofindpurchasein
the major cinematographic imagination of the 20th century. Joseph Campbell’s The 
Hero with A Thousand Faces lays out a blueprint for the monomyth, and this blueprint 
can be applied to procedural drama as it exists today in the phenomenon of diverse 
shows based on professional or legal teams responding to crises. Procedural drama 
follows the course of the monomyth but it derives its success through condensing 
it into a single-episode format, an approach which has been labelled formulaic. A 
terrible calamity occurs at the opening of each episode, mobilising the team’s search 
for answers, and ultimately resolving the problem with a plot arc that moves forward 
on their return to the base. The archetypal such drama of this type is CSI, but Bones 
and House MD have substituted anthropological and medical expertise in this form 
respectively.

As such, this is an established norm of popular television, which is occasionally 
played with through slight subversions (such as double episodes to resolve an arc). 
Although institutions are at the heart of these series, they are rarely explored through 
self-conscious existential questioning. The ins and outs of police departments, 
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legal offices and hospitals are laden with quirks and explorations of professional
stereotypes and occasional nods to the bureaucratic doublethink that can arise as a 
resultofprocedureconflictingwiththecharacters’personalneeds,butthecharacters
exist outside of their institutions and their inner psyche and personal relationships 
form the substance behind the motions. Much of the paperwork and marginalia 
of legalistic and medical processes are taken care of in the background by an 
administrative persona such as Cuddy in House MD. The institutional background is 
a structure which enables misfortune to strike on cue, allowing the repetition of the 
monomyth to occur with episodic regularity.

Mike S. DuBose argues in “Morality, Complexity, Experts, and Systems of 
Authority in House, M. D, or “My Big Brain is My Superpower” (2009) (that House, 
MD, rather than being a medical procedural, is an example of a superhero story, with 
Gregory House’s intelligence allowing him to ignore the conventions of procedure.
[1] However, the two are not mutually exclusive; House MD very much obeys the key 
tropes of the genre – the patient is always cured by the end of the episodic cycle, and 
House’s personal life has spiralled downwards or upwards. Heroism is very much 
a commonplace feature of ‘procedurals’, in fact, several superhero procedurals such 
as Gotham now exist. The degree to which procedure is subverted and ignored in 
the development of the personal stories of heroes, in the exploration of their pathos 
and pasts, makes the name of the genre a misnomer. The only thing ‘procedural’ 
about such dramas is that they follow monomythopoeic procedure, rather than the 
procedure of the institutions they portray. They are in the end, very conventional 
storieswithaprofessionalsetting,andthisisthekeytotheirenduringpopularity.
This creates a problem. The showswhich exist to reflect our complexmodern

lives, to deal with the ambiguities and profound sensations of displacement at the 
heart of post-Fordist social organisation and the intense anxieties of a perplexingly 
horizontal capitalism are using essentially the same storytelling methods of previous 
centurieswith a 21st century paintjob. When people seek an exposition of ennui caused 
by dehumanising systems of scale (i.e. the increasing abstraction of capital from the 
point of production), they have to seek other art forms. 

The series which are most frequently cited as the pinnacle of modern storytelling in 
television, The Wire and The Sopranos,bothsufferfromacriticaldefect–theyportray
people who exist as outsiders, free from oppressive institutions and possessed of 
criminalformsofagency.Theseindividualssufferfromalienationlookingfromthe
outside in, rather than the insideout. Though they channel the zeitgeist for many, they 
are forced to objectivize the source of their discontent, to displace the subject to the 
roleofsolipsisticnarrator.Theyaretypifiedbyafruitlesssearchforanswers,instead
of resignation to foregone conclusions. This is ultimately a retreat into modernism 
to explain present crises, rather than an accelerationist negation into process, where 
personhood becomes redundant and expendable. This negation of the self into process, 
as a fact of the growing control of networks and systems over the navigation of being, 
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is avoided as the characters return to personal relationships to obtain meaning. Émile 
Durkheim’sconceptofanomieispervasive,butverylittleconsiderationisgivento
what comes after anomie and what new regulatory forms replace those which have 
broken down (Durkheim 1984). Misfortune, for the characters living in these series, is 
already always immanent in their surroundings and in themselves. 

In the three series examined in this paper (Better Call Saul, Breaking Bad and Fargo) 
misfortune is replaced with probability, which instead of being uncontrollable, 
becomes one of an array of tools through which bets on historical contingency 
maybehedged.Inthisframe,thedesiresofcharactersarefleetingfootnotestothe
overarching presence of interactive processes. Processes and institutions become 
characters in their own right and become indistinguishable from human characters 
as they enter into a symbiotic relationship with them. These stories take on a Jobian 
motif which is explicitly shadowed in Fargo. There is a potency in the elevation of 
process to the position of a god or sublime force, compelling its characters along a 
trajectorywithoutanyregardfortheirsuffering,foramysteriousteloswhichtothe
human mind is unknowable in the depths of its complexity. This is the quintessential 
imageofthepost-Fordistofficeworker–forevertracingritualsthepurposesofwhich
are alien to him. Late capitalism allows for a palindromic inversion of the Book of Job, 
where God is sublimated into an immense pool of contributing factors and variables, 
the result of which is largely epiphenomenal – what in systems theory is called an 
‘emergent property’. 
These works are broadly definable under the aegis set out in Mark Fisher’s

Capitalist Realism: Is there no Alternative?(2009). A haunted space in the interstices of 
history, where the thought of any vector of escape is a ‘dangerous illusion’. In this 
sense, capitalist realism provides an ideological system to operate in, a rulebook 
of thought, which the processes contained with must obey to be coherent in their 
interrelationships. Thus arrives the deontological issue present in all rulebooks – 
regularity of process allows a degree of security in predictions, and when multiple 
processes are operating in tangent, this allows well-informed bets to be made about 
their outcomes. 

Fargo explores an environment in Season 1 where a traditional good-evil morality 
play seemingly sets the scene between predatory lone wolves like Lorne Malvo 
corrupting the innocent and credulousand thegood copfighting thebureaucratic
excesses of a small county Sheriff’s office in Deputy Molly Solverson. In acting
with seeming impunity, Lorne Malvo frequently displays detailed knowledge of 
the method of thinking and approaches that characterises the police department’s 
modus operandi. When taken in for questioning after earlier attempting to
intimidateapoliceofficer,heeasily talkshiswayoutbyassuminga falsepersona
ofabespectacled,wholesomepastor.Attemptstoverifyhisidentityleadstoaweb-
page for his congregation, showing him engaged in community work in (presumably 
edited)photographswithparishioners.Theusefulnessofhavingsuchaspecificfront
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already at hand would seem far-fetched, but foresight into the processing of suspect 
persons and the belief-process of its operators allows him to slip from their grasp 
in an otherwise preposterous scheme. In this sense, Malvo thrives in the presence 
of procedure, verification and documentation. He understands that process takes
andmodifies inputs,but that theoutputsare irrelevant to the telosof theprocess,
nothing more than a documentary self-narrative of the inputs, while the real effect of 
the process has been emergent. The process was run with the purpose of producing 
a by-product. In this sense Malvo pretends to be in the control of the process while 
he manipulates it. Within the process nothing can be thought of as possible outside 
of the process, it has performed its self-function of validating an identity according 
to its informatics. The only other observer aware of the falsity of the results, Deputy 
Gus Grimly, is powerless to subvert it because an alternative form of truth, unique 
to the process, has been established. He has been alienated from this process, and 
themechanismswhichhefindssolace in serveonly tomockhim,engaging in the
production of values dissonant with his own. When he protests, breaking his role 
as a docile body of the process, he is reprimanded, as the process is serving a higher 
function than his desired outcome, that is to say, the process is serving the process. 
Thisveryspecificformulationoftruthasspecifictoprocessisfurtherexpounded

upon in Season Three, Episode 4, by the Ukrainian criminal, Yuri Gurka: “You see, in 
Russia, there are two words for truth. ‘Pravda’ is manʼs truth. ‘Istina’ is Godʼs truth. 
But there is also ‘nepravda’ – untruth. And this is the weapon the leader uses. Because 
he knows what they donʼt. The truth is whatever he says it is”. In the character 
of LorneMalvo, there is very little truth – he changes appearance, behaviour and
attitudeaccordingtowhatroleheisactingout.Thismutabilityremovesfromhima
specificcentreandleaveshimasanenigmatic.MultiplereviewershavetermedMalvo
a‘forceofnature’butLorneMalvoisfundamentallyofartifice,ratherthanofnature.
His ability to achieve ‘success’ is contingent on his ability to merge himself with 
differentprocesses,tomoldhimselfseamlesslyintosystemsofbeliefandbehaviour,
and mimic the cognitive processes which interact with external processes. At his 
character’s base, there is not a disregard for rules, but a perverse idolation of them, 
revealing the destructive nature of processes as innately amoral creations, compelling 
whatFoucault(1991)referredtoas‘docilebodies’tobehaveincertainways,fulfilling
theoutcomestheprocessdictatesbutwithoutknowledgeoftheincrementaleffects
on the system. 

In this sense, Fargo serves as a critique of the immense role of processes and 
systems in the regulation of human behaviour, and contrasts individual morality or 
truth as largely impotent in the face of pre-ordained methodology. This is a form of 
process-orientedstorytelling,wherecharactersarenotdefinedinthetraditionallight
of personal journeys, but rather through their orientation to processes and systems 
of control. Their personal identity is recognitively defined by their interactions
with institutions, and their ‘true’ personality is deferred to the historical record. 
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This criticism is more explicit in the third season, where the once-again enigmatic 
antagonistisV.M.Varga,afixerwithalludedtiestosocialiststatesecurityservices
and an apocalyptic vision of capitalism coming apart at the seams as people ‘wake up 
and realise you’ve got all their money’. Playing the role of an experienced apparatchik 
with a creative interpretation of the truth, Varga asset-strips a large enterprise while 
leaving innocuous bookkeeping in his trail. He cajoles and kills to maintain a spotless 
exterior appearance of processes occurring as usual, while like a termite he eats 
through the substance those processes validate. The lives of those caught in the web 
are destroyed even though nothing of material reality has changed – the books have 
been cooked, and large amounts of theoretical capital has dissipated, or as Marx put 
it, “all that is solid melts into air” (Marx 1995).

 

Fig. 2. A Stasi Officer in Fargo, briefly snacking before interrogating a suspect. 
(Season 3, Episode 1, “The Law of Vacant Places”, 0:54)

The Economy of Secrets

“I just want to know the policy. You see, I’m a student of institutions”. (Lorne 
Malvo, “The Crocodile’s Dilemma”, Fargo.) 

In Daniel Jütte’s “The Age of Secrecy: Jews, Christians, and the Economy of
Secrets, 1400–1800” (2015), a textual study of the pre-Modern period is performed, 
and the social role of secrets (frequently of an occult nature, though also including 
trade secrets) is examined. Three of the fivetypes of secrets in the pre-modern
consciousness referred to by Jütte fromAssmann andAssmann’s “DasGeheimnis
und die Archäologie,” are “God’s secrets (arcana Dei), secrets of the state (arcana 
imperii), worldly secrets (arcana mundi)”, and these can be taken to correspond 
negatively to the triarchy of ‘istina, nepravda and pravda’ which characterise Yuri 
Gurka’s world view. In the pre-modern consciousness, the secret was a “a sweeping 
concept encompassing all facets of people’s lives” [citation]. In this environment, 
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those with guile and ability could use knowledge of the occult, kabbalah and to barter 
for influence,andcarveoutspaces insocialmilieuwhich theywouldnormallybe
excluded from. These zones of interaction which opened up the economy of secrets 
could give marginalised outsiders access to the highest echelons of power in pre-
modern European society, the most eminent example being the “nocturnal meeting” 
of the Jewish mystic Maharal of Prague with Emperor Rudolf on the Charles Bridge. 
ItwasattestedbyMaharal’sson-in-lawthatthiswasanexchangeofsecretsbetween
the rabbi and the king. 
Thedefinitionofsecretknowledgeextendedbeyondthatofexclusiveknowledge,

or useful information, to a conception largely foreign to the modern meaning of the 
word. It encompassed at the same time trade secrets, religious and spiritual revelation, 
and perennial philosophy. It allowed the segregated communities of Jews and 
ChristiansinearlyEuropetointersectasequals.Inthissense,Jüttedescribessecrets
asaformofsocialcapital,whichalsoextendedintothedefinitionofsocialidentity.
The period of the research from 1400-1800 leaves room to map the trajectory of secret 
knowledge as it transitions into modernity. Over the intermission of centuries, secrets 
have largely been stripped of their occult overtones, and the mystical gatekeepers 
who sequestered them. In this regard, the secret societies of one century have been 
superseded by the immense social institutions that have characterised the 20th 
century and entered a new phase of existence in the 21st century as privatisation and 
commercialisation have stripped away the thin barrier dividing public and private 
entities. While ideological state apparatuses are now measured to the standards of 
marketideology,withtheirinstitutionalcreedsbroughtintoconflictwiththeprofit
imperative,privateentitieshavestepped in tofill thegapofpublic services in the
USA, coming to possess the monolithic and all-enveloping control of bodies that was 
once the magisterium of public endeavour. As such, the logic of capital has come 
to infiltrate and systematise the logic of all processes, as the age dawns of both
institutionalised corporations and corporatized institutions. 
Secretstoo,havechangedaccordingtothereconfigurationofeconomiclife.Where

once the secrets which were sought after were secrets of transmutation and epiphany, 
an epistemic shift has occurred where secrets of the supernatural guarded by occult 
societies have evolved in secrets of process guarded by capitalised institutions. 
The alchemical recipes held in high regard by the princes of medieval Europe have 
become the SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) of industry. The rituals of spiritual 
elevation and otherworldly knowledge which the mystics have guarded have become 
internal policies and chains of action in modern enterprises. This remodelling has 
largely been borne by the movement of power between historical loci of concentration, 
as the centres of aristocratic power have had their responsibilities and obligations 
mantled by new institutions of economic power. The ‘knowledge economy’ which 
has been vaunted as the new productive capital of the developed nations is largely, 
though not limited to, the knowledge of institutional secrets. ‘Raw material’ basic 
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research knowledge abounds throughout the immense network of dissemination 
provided by the internet with its free proliferation of academic data, but the daily 
action of production that transforms this raw data into commodity output is largely 
mediated through the processes which form the basis of the interconnected network 
of capital, pre-ordaining, designing and re-designing the methodologies which create 
and utilise this raw information. 

In all three works examined, from the perversion of process through inside 
knowledge that Fargo’sV.M.VargaandLorneMalvoeffect,tothecarefullyguarded
trade secrets of Walter White of Breaking Bad, and the confidence trickery cum
legalism of the dual personae of Saul Goodman and Slipping Jimmy in Better Call 
Saul, a common thread can be found. These characters, through a meta-knowledge 
of the role of individual processes in forming tapestries of action, undergo a new 
form of journey for a new society. This new monomyth begins with the individual 
as a helpless victim of process, alienated from his species-being and work, much 
like Walter White goes through the futile motions of inspiring students according 
to school curricula. His fleeting institutional position of hierarchy is immediately
undermined by the multi-process integration of capitalism when he is shortly after 
forced to wash the cars of the same students who scorned his instruction in class in 
the capacity of his second job. Walter White in the sixth episode of the second season 
openly laments the alienation of the designer of process from the use and function of 
his work in the greater systematisation of production by capital:

“Dr. Hall invented the first reproducible process for making synthetic
diamonds. I mean, this is way back in the 50s. Now today, synthetic diamonds 
are used in oil drilling, electronics, multi-billion dollar industries. Now at the 
time, Dr. Hall worked for General Electric and he made them a fortune. I mean, 
incalculable. You want to know how GE rewarded Dr. Hall? A $10 U.S. savings 
bond. A savings bond printed on carbon-based paper paid to a carbon-based 
man for something he made out of carbon.” 

Walter White’s is positionally useful to the elements of the criminal world because 
he introduces into it the possibility of a process which is normally controlled and re-
stricted to the domain of key institutions – i.e. the production of a prohibited substance. 
Inthissense,theprocessheinventsisnotsignificantinandofitselftothepharmaceu-
tical industry, where such secrets are exclusive not because of a lack of information-
al understanding of such syntheses and patents. Rather his knowledge of process and 
integration of this process into a greater array of illegal production produces the val-
ue of the recipe which he alone knows. In the pharmaceutical industry, the same pro-
cess would be viable because of its integration with a number of other processes (reg-
ulatory permission and a medical structure for distribution). Thus Walter White’s suc-
cesscomesnotonlyfromtheknowledgeofthesecretsofaspecificprocess,butalsothe
purpose of that process in a wider fabric of production and exchange. Walter White 
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at various points trades his knowledge of process for gain and survival, but eventual-
ly becomes dispensable to, as his student Jesse Pinkman is substituted for him in per-
forming its steps. Pinkman eventually becomes literally enslaved to the process, as he 
isforcedtore-enacttherecipeagainandagainforthecommercialbenefitofhisown-
ers while imprisoned. The story this paints, mediated through the interaction of ritu-
als and recipes, is one of a struggle for human agency, where humans struggle not sim-
ply against primordial forces of evil or intransigencies of human nature, but against 
their dehumanisation at the hands of the systems which they are entrapped by to val-
orise their existence. The deepening re-appropriation of process only goes so far as to 
mark out the limits of knowledge of process as a secret positional bargaining tool, as 
self-serving and constantly re-purposable process constantly betrays its creators, as 
Walter White earlier described the process of Dr. Hall being completely disconnect-
ed from its progenitor. 
LesterNygaardinthefirstseasonofFargo lives a life of deference to the processes of 

his family and business life, until his epiphany at the hands of Lorne Malvo in Episode 8, 
“TheHeap”whenhefindshimselfhavingbecomeadeptatabusingprocessesinstead
of being in their thrall. These secrets imparted by Lorne Malvo form a totally new 
form of relationship between characters. Their dealings are not those of mutual 
benefit,genuineaffection,orsolidarity.Theyareinitiatedbytwocharacterswhoare
brought into the same Foucauldian heterotopia of a hospital waiting room, a space 
which exists only for the purpose of satisfying the movement of individuals through 
the process of admission and treatment. The sudden moment of decision is thrust 
upon Nygaard when Malvo proposes to kill the bully who sent him to the hospital, 
the re-establishment of a brief interlude of agency by agreeing to corrupt a process, 
and Nygaard eventually becomes the student of the student of institutions, and the 
final analysis kills hismentor by trapping him in an increasingly narrow range of
choices in the ultimate episode. In one scene in the same episode, Malvo performs an 
interruption/corruptionofprocessparexcellence,whenhedivertsthepoliceback-up
sent to apprehend him by sneaking into a police cruiser, and using the police codes in 
the book he inexplicably knows is in the glove-box to assume the authority necessary 
to abort the call for aid. Knowledge acts as the key to a cryptographic process, allowing 
him to enter at a junction in the sequence where he can abort it. 

The end of this drama is a failure to outrun process. Competition between the 
aberrant individuals in the system and the inherent ability of the system to repeat 
and recuperate processes surrounds both Nygaard and Malvo as they are boxed into 
adecreasingrangeofchoicesandopportunitiesformanipulation,finallyendingwith
ahuntedNygaardmakingasuicidalflightacrossacrackinglakeofice,choosinga
hopeless escape over the realisation that the uncertainty of the system has rebound 
into the unidirectional convergence he strove to escape. 

In Better Call Saul, the character James McGill makes his way through life using 
confidence tricks tomakeclaimsandhustle smallpay-outs,oftenby faking injury
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and pressuring the ostensible cause to avoid litigation. He performs these stunts 
under the alias ‘Slippin’ Jimmy’, a moniker he abandons when given a fresh start 
by his older brother Chuck, a respected and venerable lawyer. In secret, he obtains 
qualifications from a degree-mill called ‘TheUniversity of American Samoa’ and,
passing the bar, becomes a lawyer himself. Chuck rejects Jimmy’s new aspirations, 
so he is forced to begin incorporating the former chicanery of ‘Slippin’ Jimmy’ into 
his new life, as he is beset by various hardships. His knowledge of legal process, 
combinedwithhismoralitydubiouspast,enableshimtobreakoutofthefinancial
hardship and monotonous work he has been relegated to and forge a new synthesis 
of James McGill and ‘Slippin’ Jimmy’ – Saul Goodman. As he traverses a grey 
world combining elements of his past and present lives, an epilogue in interspersed 
with the narrative of Jimmy after the events continuous to both Better Call Saul and 
Breaking Bad.TheseglimpsesshowafinallybrokenJimmyworkingasabaristaina
Department Store, having exhausted the possibilities of the lifestyle he constructed 
tocontinuallyescapefromthedoldrumofhisroutine.Inhisfinaldays,hehasmet
the fate which he went to heroic measures to avoid – working a minimum wage job, 
eking out an inescapable existence. 

The commonalities of these works are highly visible. Knowledge of process is 
obtained by alienated individuals, who attempt to circumvent their confinement
and the methods of control by entering and diverting processes, but through their 
integration with these processes become reduced to even lower states of being. In 
Marxist terminology, they have used their labour power, or ability to do certain 
types of work, in ways which are incompatible with the system they are subject to. 
Their identityandtheirrelationshipshaveallbeendefinedbyprocesses,andtheir
last destinations are mocking caricatures of the ones they tried to avoid. These 
interrelationshipsprovideacomplexcritiqueofprocessandsystemsinspecificmodes
of production and create drama from the struggles of individuals to reconfigure
institutionswhich cannot be reconfigured permanently, only temporarily diverted
from the system they belong to.
ThistiesintoaparticularlyresonantexamplefromJütte’sworkontheeconomy

of secrets. Some of the mystics who gained entry to European courts through the 
exchange of alchemical secrets with secular lords tied their fate dangerously to the 
outcome of the processes they were set to oversee. Joseph Süß Oppenheimer faced 
one such case. He was employed to perform alchemical experiments for an indebted 
landgrave. The landgrave expected “a miraculous production ofgreat quantities 
of gold, for his salvation” through a technological revolution at the court’s mint. 
Eventually, when Oppenheimer procured quantities of gold for a new manufactory 
unrelated to his earlier experiments, he faced accusations of debasement due to his 
knowledge of “the secrets of coinage”. After the death of the duke who had patronised 
him,hewasexecutedon irongallowsoutsideStuttgart, erected150yearsprior to
execute another alchemist accused of false promises. The advantage of proprietary 
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knowledge in these cases created, through the association of the proprietor with that 
knowledge, unseen and unnavigable dangers. 

Though the leading antagonists of many of these stories possess at times the 
appearance of “primordial forces”, they are very vulnerable people, mainly at the 
whim of process. This fragility is a reflection of the dreams and aspirations of a
broadersociety,peekingaroundtheedgesofindustrialandfinancialregimentation
to imagine vectors of escape leading into the system. Despite V. M. Varga’s past 
connections with former socialist states, his actions are larger involved with capital, 
finallyenablingtheacquisitionoftheguttedfirmbyarivalequityfirm.Hismaverick
quality is largely a ghost-like movement through the interstices of capital, which his 
seemingbrillianceforcreativeaccountingandreframingofprocessinterplaymatter
for nothing. He has merged with process, having no identity of his own, constantly 
transmittinghimself,ridingfromprocesstoprocessuntilinthefinalepisodeofthe
thirdseason,heissittingaloneinthechairofaninterrogationroomwaitingforone
ofhisbeneficiariestorescuehim.Thehelpdoesnotarrive.

 

Fig. 3. V. M. Varga (Fargo) gathers information on a target in his operations centre. 
(Season 3, Episode 4, “The Narrow Escape Problem”, 41:12)

Progress of Process

“Human beings, you see, have no inherent value other than the money they earn. 
Cats have value, for example, because they provide pleasure to humans”. (V. M. 
Varga, ‘Somebody to Love’, Fargo.) 

Process isdefinedby theOEDasa“seriesofactionsor steps taken inorder to
achieve a particular end”. As such, the teleological function of process as a sequential 
pathway is recognised. A system is composed of many individual processes running 
in tandem, where higher order macro-processes are dependent on outcomes from 
lower level process. As the processes interact sideways, upwards, and downwards, 
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theboundariesofcompletionandpurposemustbecomeblurred.Progressisdefined
as “development towards an improved or more advanced condition” in the OED. 
Though process is at its foundation development, systems rarely have a progressive 
character. This is primarily because of the role of epiphenomena or emergent 
properties in defining how progress appears retroactively. Present trajectories
continually fail to continue direction, instead issuing new momenta as byproducts for 
their initial direction. This is also true for institutions. The externally visible front of 
an institution, guided by legislation, rules and mission statements, fails to address the 
motives it moves on, or why its agents act in certain ways, or how the rest of the world 
canchangeinfinitesimallywhileaprocessinitsrigidstepsconstitutesanimmutable
formalism.Howhumansexist ina societydefinedby thepresenceof increasingly
interconnectedprocesses,profitbythem,anddefinethemselvesthroughthem,isa
pressing sociological issue. Existential pressure forms a vast component of anomie 
and simultaneous feelings of anomie and institutionalisation. The double bind of 
being compelled, but not towards anything of particular importance or tangibility. 

The recent television series analysed are exponents of a growing trend in popular 
culture to decentre sources of anxiety, and to dehumanise them. The barbs of 
misfortune are now humans as protocol, rather than humans as monsters, humans 
as traitors, or humans as tyrants. The cold and logical calculation of self-interest, 
given name in neoliberalism and with a grid of philosophical structures reproducing 
it as the dominant ideology by which all spheres of life must align, forms a faceless 
regulatory mechanism that is self-perpetuating and borne by human hosts. The 
characters that populate and struggle in this new ideological space cannot exit, and 
facing increasingly desperate choices, cannot but enmesh themselves further into 
its jurisdiction regardless of the actions they take. This unity of outcome regardless 
of action provides a unique insight into modern life, and does not detract from the 
characters it portrays, who become all the moreuniversal in their careful constructions 
and deconstruction of their social life. In this sense, characters exist as competing 
architects and components of process, and the drama of their lives becomes a 
dramatic rendition of the sequences they pass through, where the characters are 
merely fungible actors. This opens up a new ideological method to criticise systems 
of control, where drama can serve as an indirect criticism of universal sequences of 
institutional action. This can serve to supplant drama as an exposition of unmediated 
human relationships, which rarely exists in a society where all relations are funnelled 
into procedural institutions in a consistently shrinking commons. The aspects of 
television which enable this turn can be found in the growing duration of high quality 
drama, where the stories of characters can be told through increasingly mundane 
interactions and lengthy build ups of intensity. In the characters of Fargo, Breaking Bad 
and Better Call Saul exists an assay of the limits of social and economic ordering which 
can provide a basis for questioning of modal assumptions. 
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